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Attorney General Jeffrey Chiesa, seen speaking in an April photo,
announced today that he wants New Jersey law enforcement to step up
their efforts in combating human trafficking.
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TRENTON — Attorney General Jeffrey Chiesa this

morning issued a statewide directive for law

enforcement to increase investigations and

prosecutions of sex- and labor-related human

trafficking in New Jersey.

Under the directive, Chiesa also called on all law

enforcement agencies to better identify and rescue

human trafficking victims, provide more

comprehensive services to them, and train police

to recognize signs of trafficking during

investigations.

At the state level, Chiesa announced the creation

of a Human Trafficking Unit within the Division of

Criminal Justice to lead more proactive, long-term

sex and labor trafficking investigations and to lead

training efforts of police officers across the state.

Three additional state law enforcement officers will join a deputy attorney general to lead the initiative, Chiesa said.

“Human traffickers take those who are most vulnerable — whether because of their youth, immigration status, or

lack of a network of family or community support — and steal their freedom, subjecting them to forced prostitution

or labor," Chiesa said in a statement." These victims of exploitation, degradation and torture are often hidden in the

unlighted corners of our society."

Chiesa said the state offers a prime location for domestic and international human trafficking because of its central

location between the New York metropolitan area and the tri-state area of Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington
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D.C.

From 2007 to 2011, 533 children from the state were reported missing to the National Center for Missing and

Exploited Children, including 34 children who were suspected or confirmed to be involved in prostitution. 

During the same time period, the center sent New Jersey law enforcement 3,725 cyber-tip line reports related to

child sexual exploitation.

Chiesa said the Federal Bureau of Investigation contends that pimps in northern New Jersey traffic child victims into

New York and other cities for prostitution, and that the Atlantic City area is targeted by criminals who exploit

children because of the many visitors to the casinos.

Statistics kept by the Division of Criminal Justice show 179 reported human trafficking victims from Sept. 16, 2005

to March 1, 2012, including 93 victims of labor trafficking, 60 of sex trafficking, and 26 of both labor and sex

trafficking. 

According to the National Human Trafficking Resource Center Call Data Breakdown, the state had nearly 500 human

trafficking hotline calls in the past two years, the eighth-most of all states.

Under the directive, law enforcement officers must promptly investigate any suspicions or reports of human

trafficking activity and immediately alert the county prosecutor's office of the information and investigation.

Each county prosecutor must designate at least one investigator and one assistant prosecutor to receive specialized

training in human trafficking investigations and serve as a liaison with state authorities.

Because human trafficking often goes undetected and unreported because victims feel isolated and powerless, the

state will develop standards for law enforcement officers to perform thorough and timely investigations, as well as

training for all new officers, including State Police troopers.

A copy of the directive can be found online at www.njpublicsafety.com.

Related coverage:

• Editorial: Stop websites that profit from human trafficking, pimping

• Victims of human trafficking speak about their ordeal at conference in Morris County

• West African woman gets 27 years in prison for running human trafficking ring in N.J.
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• Vineland man sentenced for transporting minors in sex trafficking ring
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